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Importance 

of property

to the 

economy
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‘Without an integrated and

formalised real property system,

a modern economy is not viable�.’





Property lifecycle & access to 

information

• Land is not (often) created or destroyed & cannot be moved

• Can be ‘owned’ by governments, organisations or individuals

• Use often has a life cycle – different information needs

• Use is constrained

1. by natural factors – geology, soil, climate, topography

2. by regulation – land use planning, protected sites, etc

3. by price – which will be influenced by 1 & 2 above

• Access to information about all of these is essential for a real 

estate market to flourish and help the economy
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Land use planning – on the Forth or the Danube
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INSPIRE datasets for property
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Property information services
• Fragmented – by data producer (usually public 
sector)
– Cadastre/mapping agency; geological survey; 
environment agency; local planning authority; etc.

• Integration has been frustrated
– Diff. technical standards; licensing & charging issues; 
bureaucratic indifference or rigidity

• New portals and services are being developed
– Private sector: Landmark, F!ND, Groundsure; emapsite 

– Public sector: data.gov.uk, Land Registry, RoS, Ordnance 
Survey, GeoHub NI, etc  Hungarian Takarnet24, geoshop
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Land Office 

Online in 

Hungary
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Registers of Scotland



GIS formatted LDPs
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F!ND

www.findmaps.co.uk

‘Property Package’

Listed Buildings Built 

Heritage

Planning Applications      Flood 

constraints

Conservation Areas Postcodes

Protected Views

Boundaries (Admin & Elect)

Building Heights (London)

Crossrail (areas affected)
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How / where will INSPIRE help?

• Accessibility to information about property

• Interoperability of this information

• Provides ‘platform’ for many potential services:

– For more efficient government & administration 

– For private sector – planning, development, construction, 

facilities management

– For citizens – for own property and also for better informed 

democracy
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Where will INSPIRE not help?

• INSPIRE itself may lead to information overload!

• Decisions need information filtering and prioritising

• Citizens need interpretation and bespoke services

• Common presentation of information e.g. local 

development plans?

• Managing crowd-sourced information

• But all of these can be improved with services built on or 

around INSPIRE datasets
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Conclusions

INSPIRE should help make datasets more accessible

• Improved information for property markets

• More efficient property life-cycle

• Easier international property transactions 

• Property markets are fundamental to economy and make use of 

best available information if accessible and reasonably priced.

• Commercial services best placed to deliver services for the 

property industry – based on authoritative datasets.
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Web sites referenced:

www.landmark.co.uk

www.findmaps.co.uk

www.rics.org.uk

www.foldhivatal.hu

www.ros.gov.uk
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Thank you
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